Case Study
Paynetworx outsources its Payment
HSMs and key management to achieve
a full cloud infrastructure

Paynetworx chose to use
GEOBRIDGE by UTIMACO
to achieve an optimal
security solution for its cloud
infrastructure.

About Paynetworx

Business Challenge

The Solution

Paynetworx is a cloud-based
acquirer processor supplying
market leading card payment
solutions, and merchant services.
Based in the US and UK, Paynetworx has a global team of payment
experts and have been operating
in the industry for over 30 years.
Paynetworx aims to simplify the
payments landscape by breaking
down the barriers and walls across
the globe by providing cutting edge
platforms for their customers.

As a global acquiring processor, it
was essential for Paynetworx to
build a cutting edge, cloud native
platform from the ground up
which delivers efficiency for both
its customers and the business
itself. As a result, Paynetworx did
not want to host their Payment
HSMs in their own data centres
on-premise but wanted to further
capitalise on the opportunities in
the cloud. Moreover, with a team
scattered in various geographical
locations the ability to operate in
the cloud eliminates the burden
of managing and monitoring
on-premise infrastructure. The
challenge however was finding a
solution for the Payment HSMs
since no public cloud provider can
support and run Payment HSMs
due to strict PCI PIN requirements.

Paynetworx chose to use
the UTIMACO Atalla AT1000
for payment processing and
GEOBRIDGE’s KEES™ Service for
its cryptographic key management
and HSM management.
GEOBRIDGE is a wholly owned
subsidiary of UTIMACO.
With this combined approach,
Paynetworx has remote access
to a PCI PTS certified Payment
HSM providing the level of security
required to safeguard payment
transactions and has offloaded
the complexity and burden of key
management lifecycle to a team of
dedicated experts.

Challenge

Rewards

 To leverage the cloud to become a virtual
organisation and achieve maximum efficiencies

 Key management is performed by a team
of full-time, subject matter experts

 To find an alternative option for an on-premise
Payment HSMs

 Achieved the highest level of compliance
and security with the Atalla AT1000 NextGen
PCI PTS HSM v 3.0 and FIPS 140-2 Level 3
certified Payment HSM

Customer Requirements
 Become PCI PIN compliant
with the use of certified HSMs

 Compliance scope is reduced

 Gain remote support for the data centre
and hardware

 Remote HSM management and support
carried out by experts

 Outsource the key management
to a dedicated team of security experts
 Achieve business continuity and redundancy
 Latency
 Back-up and disaster recovery testing

The Results
Paynetworx’s mission critical
Payment HSMs are managed by
GEOBRIDGE, regular firmware
updates, monitoring and key
management activities are all
conducted remotely. As a result,
outsourcing the key management
activities has enabled Paynetworx
to reduce its PCI scope due to
the KEES (Key Exchange and Key
Escrow Services) being remotely
managed by GEOBRIDGE outside
of Paynetworx’s site. Furthermore,
there is no longer any need for a

dedicated key custodian or key
ceremonies to perform imports
and exports saving valuable
time, staff resource and travel
expenses. Additionally, Paynetworx
has reduced its overall cost
of ownership with the use of
the Atalla HSM which allows
Paynetworx to partition up to
10 applications and use cases
with 1 HSMs via an MKF which
is generated and managed by
GEOBRIDGE.

Utilising GEOBRIDGE, Paynetworx
has achieved an integrated,
enhanced and streamlined security
solution and has fulfilled its cloud
infrastructure ensuring flexibility,
scalability and high-performance.
Now Paynetworx can focus on
its core business with the peace
of mind that its HSM and key
management is being outsourced
and managed by a team of
dedicated experts.

As
with any
other technical
project, there were
obstacles, but we overcame
a lot of the challenges
together with
GEOBRIDGE.

When we
approached GEOBRIDGE
we knew instantly that the
knowledge and support we received
was entirely different from other vendors
and that was all because GEOBRIDGE had a
genuine interest and willingness to truly understand
our technical needs and requirements. The resources that
were made available to us were unrivalled and we felt
confident that our mission critical infrastructure
and key management were being
operated by the best
possible team.
Mary Illig,
CTO at Paynetworx

About UTIMACO
UTIMACO is a leading manufacturer of hardware security modules (HSMs) that provide the Root of Trust to
the payment industry. UTIMACO Atalla keeps your cryptographic keys and personal Identification Numbers
safe to any form of cyber criminality and provides state of the art security, along with compliance to the
latest security standards. UTIMACO delivers a premium class Hardware Security Module for the payment
industry. Atalla AT1000 is used by all the leading players in the payment ecosystem — issuers, acquirers,
payment processors, and payment networks across the globe, supporting a wide range of use cases.
Since 1997, GEOBRIDGE has been providing enterprises with information security solutions. The
organization was one of the first providers to sell and support encryption, cryptography and payment
applications. Today, GEOBRIDGE is a wholly owned subsidiary of UTIMACO and supports payment
processors, issuers, terminal manufacturers and merchants around the globe.
For more information, visit
hsm.utimaco.com

Creating Trust in
the Digital Society

